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Microsoft has announced the expansion of its non-profit technology 
offers to public libraries and museums. Find out what opportunities 
are available for your organisation.

The benefits of Microsoft’s non-profit technology

Modern libraries and museums require innovative infrastructure to deliver the experience their service users expect in 
today’s digital world. 

Microsoft’s non-profit technology gives libraries and museums access to exclusive discounts on Microsoft services, apps, 
and devices to unlock a number of advantages:

Microsoft non-profit technology optimises your IT estate with the implementation of the right Microsoft services 
for your organisation. 

Non-profit technology products available 

With significant discounts, libraries and museums can now access the benefits of Microsoft solutions and devices, including:

In addition, Microsoft has built IT solutions specifically for the non-profit sector with Microsoft Cloud for Non-profit to 
support fundraising, volunteer management, and volunteer engagement.

More value with 
less resource

Increased user and 
volunteer engagement 

Improved efficiencyExtended reach

Microsoft 365 Microsoft Azure Dynamics 365 Power Apps Surface devices



Get started with Microsoft’s 
technology for non-profits now
Arrange your free consultation with our specialists to find out what 
discounts and support your library or museum is entitled to, and how 
Microsoft technology will empower you to do more with less.

01904 562200 
hello@phoenixs.co.uk 
www.phoenixs.co.uk
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Public libraries and museums now also have access to on-premise licences for computer labs and other public access 
devices, including:

This provides learning and development opportunities to the public, driving the main goal of these historical and 
informational institutes.

Enhance the 
visitor experience 

Advance technology 
discovery

Make your operation 
 more dynamic

Create intelligent 
environments

Book your free call now

A strategic alliance for the modern museum and library

We are focused on empowering libraries and museums with current and future digital maturity to ensure the future 
success of these vital institutions.

As a Microsoft partner, we have access to the best pricing for Microsoft solutions and support the implementation of these 
for libraries and museums. This collaboration enables us to create and integrate tools and services of the next generation, 
empowering museums and libraries to manage their IT estates effectively and efficiently. 

Working together, we support your overall goals to:

https://calendly.com/cheryl-lapham/get-started-with-microsofts-technology-for-non-profits-now

